


Model Number: YHGSP8
Roller quantity: 4pcs
Working speed: adjustable
Diameter of glue coating roller: 420mm WITH THREADING
Length of glue coating roller: 2700mm
Diameter of glue squeeze roller: 300mm
Length of glue squeeze roller: 2700mm
Power of motor: 7.5KW
Max. Veneer thickness: 30mm
Max. Veneer width: 2700mm
Overall size: 4400*1600*1900mm
Machine's weight: 5000KGS



1. Pneumatic Adjusting
System

The glue coating thickness and glue
coating volume is controlled by the
compression air according to board
thickness and requirement. Operation
easily and save manual adjusting time.

2. Micro-control Adjustment
Wheel

The machine is designed micro-control
adjustment wheel. The glue coating
thickness and glue coating volume is
adjusted in precision. This can guarantee
uniform glue coating and to control glue
volume big or small in precision.



3. Wear-resistant Natural
Rubber

The rubber roller is covered with
20mm thickness wear-resistant
natural rubber. It is high hardness, it
is very durable. Surface has screw
thread pattern, this can increase
rubber roller friction.

4. Chrome-faced Steel
Squeeze Roller

The squeeze roller is made by special
steel and surface is with chrome. That
can increase the squeeze roller
hardness and protect squeeze roller
corrosion from the glue, to increase its
using life. The surface also can be
covered the stainless steel according
to client's requirement.

5. Control Panel

The layout of the control panel is
reasonable, operation easily. And it
has emergency stop button. These
can guarantee operation more
efficiency and safely.





Shandong Linyi Jianye Shunda Machinery Co., Ltd.(formerly Linyi
Jianye Machinery Factory)founded in 1991, is a set of production,
sales, service, reach and development as one of the multi-company
and multi-category professional manufacturers of wood machinery,



It is a modern management services company, under the
construction industry Shunda Machinery Manufactur of Zhu Bao
Branch, Jianye Rubber Products Factory and Jinze import and
Export Co., Ltd.

After more than 20 years of continuous development and growth,
under the sincere cultivation of the vast number of customers and
the joint efforts of all the employees of the company, Now we have
the brand of "Yihe" and six categories of series.Glue spreader
machine series, drying machine series, hot press machine series,
sawing machine series, in the patchwork (scraper) series and
rubber products series.Become more than 40 kinds of products of
large and medium-sized wood machinery professional
manufacturers.

The company always adheres to the service aim of the brand, high
efficiency, honesty and pragmatism, and sincerely expects to
cooperate, develop and progress with domestic and foreign
businessmen.With sophisticated equipment, advanced processing
technology and perfect testing methods, the company continuously
improves its technical level and strives to provide satisfactory
professional and personalized wood-based panel machinery
manufacturing and service for the vast majority of wood processing
enterprises at home and abroad.Domestic and foreign
businessmen are welcome to visit.

For more information, please visit our company website:
www.yihemachinery.com

Contacter: Aaron Ong

Email: aaron.ong@yihemachinery.com

sdlinyimachinery@gmail.com

WhatsApp/WeChat: +86 150 5393 3179
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